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Developing Partners Around Shared Space: 
A Quick Guide for Congregations 

	
The following are key questions and reflections that the congregation should answer as they begin to 
approach and evaluate potential partnerships around sharing their historic sacred place. Answering these 
questions and listing the other information here, in addition to taking the lessons delivered in New 
Dollars/New Partners training, will help the congregation have a clear and defined set of priorities, goals, 
and decision-making tools that will make the process of discerning and developing a partnership focused 
and apt to achieve mutual long-term success. 
 
Mission & Vision 

• Does your congregation have a clear and succinct mission that you can articulate to others 
outside of the congregation?  

• What is your vision for space-sharing partnerships? i.e., what will you achieve by sharing 
space?  

o Will it support or benefit your mission? How else will it support your 
congregation? 

o Will it benefit the community or a specific need/opportunity in your 
community?  
 

Space & Use 
• What are the spaces that the congregation is willing to make available for use? Can these 

spaces be used part-time (when? What days or hours during the week?) or offered for 
exclusive use of an external partner?  

• Are there any uses that wouldn’t be a good match for the congregation’s values or beliefs?  
• What uses would match well with the congregation’s interest and mission?  
• What uses are a good fit based on the condition and quality (including finishes, furniture, 

amenities) of the space you have to offer? Are there uses that aren’t a good fit?  
• Have you determined the minimum costs you’ll need to charge? Are there are situations 

where you might subsidize a particular use, or where you might be able to charge more 
(because of an organization or individual’s capacity?) 

 
Roles and Responsibilities 

• Who will manage relationships with the groups and individuals using the church’s space?  
• Does staff or lay leadership have the ability to communicate on behalf of the 

congregation?  
• Who has the authority to approve space-sharing agreements?  
• What is the congregation’s process for approving space-sharing?  
• Do you have a process or procedure for mitigating any issues or problems that arise with a 

group using the congregation’s space?  
 


